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You see over the last 20 years our concept of racism has altered dramatically. The Martin Luther King idea of ending racism which was to see a person and not a race is now considered racist itself. Basically, the way things are seen now, to not see race is to deny the privileged position one is in and is therefore racist to ignore that a black person is black rather than to acknowledge it and acknowledge the power differential based on privilege. The black man established himself in this barren land now known as South Africa a full 174 years after the white man. How dare you then call me a settler when you are nothing more? If I don’t belong here then neither do you. The land was stolen from the black man? No. Moreover, the fact is, over the last few decades and even more so today the world media relentless focusses on anti-White propaganda (most historical distortions, disinformation and lies) in order to stir hatred against the White race **never** a word about the vicious hours/days long torture murders of farming families ongoing every week right now which is proven to be government.